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Abstract
The aim of our research is to design and develop a new online collaborative translation environment suitable for the way in which the online volunteer translators work. In this paper, we discuss thus how to exploit collaborative Wiki-based technology for the design of the online collaborative computer-aided translation (CAT) environment TRANSBey, which is currently under development. The system maximizes the facilitation of managing and using existing translation resources and fills the gap between the requirements of online volunteer translator communities and existing CAT systems/tools.

1. Introduction
In accordance with the current global exchange of information in various languages, we are witnessing a rapid growth in the activities of online volunteer translators, who individually or collectively make important documents available online in various languages. Two major types of online volunteer translator communities can be identified (Bey, 2005):

(i) Mission-oriented translator communities: mission-oriented, strongly-coordinated groups of volunteers are involved in translating clearly defined sets of documents. Many such communities translate technical documentation of project like Linux documentation (Traduct, 2005), W3C (W3C, 2005), and Mozilla (Mozilla, 2005).

(ii) Subject-oriented translator network communities: individual translators who translate online documents such as news, analyses, and reports and make translations available on personal or group web pages. These groups of translators do not have any orientation in advance, but they share similar opinions about events (anti-war humanitarian communities, report translation, news translation, humanitarian help, etc.) (TeaNotWar, 2005).

The aim of our research is to design and develop a new online collaborative translation environment suitable for the way in which these online translators work, with a special focus on mission-oriented translator communities, but also taking into account the needs of subject-oriented individual translators. To achieve this aim, we decided to use a Wiki-system as a base technology for developing an online collaborative translation environment that facilitates the management and use of documents and linguistic reference resources. This paper discusses the basic requirements of online translators working in a collaborative environment and reports the system functions developed for satisfying these needs within the TRANSBey system that we are currently developing.

We introduce general volunteer translators’ needs by describing and analyzing various existing communities. In the second section, we attempt to outline the basic functionalities of online Wiki technology and its advantages for constructing an online computer-aided translation environment (CAT). In the last section, the main modules of TRANSBey are described.

2. Current state of online volunteer translators
Many translator communities are currently involved in translating various types of documents in different formats. In W3C, 301 volunteer translators translate specification documents (XML, HTML, Web service, etc.) into 44 languages. Paxhumana (PaxHumana, 2006) is another community of volunteer translators who translate report documents into four languages (English, Spanish, French, German). The two groups show basically the same behavior during the translation process. In general, translation is done using a stand-alone personal environments. In the process, translators do not use linguistic tools on the server from which they disseminate translated documents (Bey, 2005). They communicate with each other to avoid duplicate translations.

The function of this translation processes currently not only falls short of what can be achieved using current technology but also does not satisfy translators’ potential needs. The major insufficiencies, among others, of existing collaborative translation environments are that (i) different file formats (e.g., DOC, HTML, PDF, XML) cannot be automatically dealt with in the translation environment, (ii) existing translated document pairs cannot be efficiently and systematically looked up within the overall community environment in the process of translating new related documents, and (iii) linguistic tools are not sufficiently provided. Existing CAT systems, on the other hand, do not address fully the functions required by collaborative environments. As stated, our aim is to develop a system that can fill the gap between volunteer translators requirements and the existing community-based translation environment as well as CAT systems.

The insufficiencies above can be filled by functions/modules that (i) unify and consistently manage document formats and versions so that they can not only
be consistently administered but also can be processed into recyclable units for future reference as translation memory (TM), (ii) integrate the rich online wysiwyg editing environment for direct document creation on the server with various linguistic reference lookup functions, and (iii) support multilingual content. If these functions/modules are integrated into (iv) basic online community management mechanisms, we would be able to further promote the activities of mission-oriented translator communities. Let us elaborate these points in the following paragraphs:

(i) Combining TM with document management

Most existing TM systems provide little or no support for document management and versioning (Bowker, 2002). However, keeping information or traces from original documents translated sentences is useful when translators look for the context of translation and could at least allow them to reconstruct documents from translated segments in TM. Translators would be able to use TM to search general information related to the context of documents (e.g., to find the latest text translated for a particular organization). We have adopted translation memory exchange (TMX) to support document structure and TM exchange. For unit detection, we have exploited the efficiency of LingPipe tools (LingPipe, 2006), which deal with sentence-boundary detection and linguistic unit detection (e.g., named-entity detection). This tool can be extended to support additional languages and trained resources for more precision.

(ii) In-browser wysiwyg editor

Translators have shown interest in developing online translation editors that would allow multiple translators to share TMs and documents for translation. This is particularly appealing to freelance translators and useful for sharing translation.

(iii) Multilingual content support

Another improvements that is underway is extending CAT tools to support a wider variety of languages by using encoding methods such as Unicode (UTF-8) and designing new standards and filters to support a wider variety of file formats, including formats using tags (e.g., HTML and XML).

(iv) Collaboration for enhancing translation

In terms of more general developments, the current movement away from stand-alone systems and toward online environments which facilitate networking is likely to continue (Bowker, 2002), thus making it possible for multiple users to share the same TM, translation and various type of linguistic resources.

We explained the principal need of volunteer translators in the above sections, which leads us to underline the basic and relevant functionalities of Wiki technology and its advantages and facilities for the overall design of TRANSBey in the next section.

3. Basic Wiki functionalities for online CAT environment

A Wiki environments allow users to freely create and edit web page content using any web browser. On the one hand, they have simple syntax for creating new pages and links between internal pages, and on the other hand, they allow the organization of contributions to be edited in addition to the content itself. Augar stated (Augar, 2004):

"A Wiki is a freely expandable collection of interlinked web pages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information – a database, where each page is easily edited by any user with a forms-capable web browser client”.Browser-based access means that neither special software nor a third-party webmaster is needed to post content. Content is posted immediately, eliminating the need for distribution. Participants can be notified about new content, and they review only new content. Access is flexible. In fact, all that is needed is a computer with a browser and Internet connection (Schwartz, 2004).

The most important feature of a Wiki technology is the open editing, which means that content is open for direct editing and direct dissemination of information. Among existing open Wiki environments, we have chosen XWiki, a Java-based environment with the following features (XWiki, 2006):

(i) Document management

Documents are managed in the core of an internal database where each entry is a document, which in the overall function of the environment is considered as the principal component or entries in the central databases. Documents are managed under the control of space and have a set of access rights for users. Documents can contain not only information to display (in HTML) but also Wikisyntax and programming codes for extending the system functionalities (Schwartz, 2004).

(ii) Versioning

Documents in the XWiki environment are supposed to be modified by direct editing. For any modification of the content, the system stores a new version in a new document and saves the old version for possible comparison or reuse.

(iii) Multilingual support

Translators are supposed to deal with content in several languages. Allowing the dissemination of translations on the web in several languages will motivate translator communities to use easily XWiki environment.

(iv) Space concept for volunteer communities

Organizing documents in space is very useful for communities and communication. Indeed, volunteers often work in an identified space, which they use it for sharing documents.

(v) Group (users) and access Rights

Access to XWiki content can be controlled. Users are identified via their IP addresses, and access can be limited for specific documents and functionalities.
Note that these features provide us with basic environment for collaborative translator communities. Within this overall environment, we have developed functions and modules specifically for translators, to which we now turn.

4. The TRANSBey prototype: integration of documents management and TM

4.1. Importing and processing source documents

Under the control of the uploader module that we have added to XWiki, documents (from source documents) can be uploaded directly into a unified format from various format types (PDF, DOC, RTF, HTML, etc.) or copied to source text areas in the in-browser editor (Figure 2). They are then stored in a unified format for document management with proper segmentation for recycling useful reference units.

![Diagram of document importation process](image)

The extracted texts are segmented to logical translatable and linguistic units. The segmentation process is done semi-automatically, and translatable units are defined in the cores of textual sources.

4.2. TMX-C format for TM management

For the integrated management of documents and TM recycled from the documents, the document data structure should satisfy two requirements: (a) maximal facilitation of providing recyclable units and (b) unified management of translated documents. The first requirement come from individual translators, who strongly look for relevant linguistic units (especially collocations and quotations) in existing translations. The second requirement comes from the manager of the community in which translators take part or from the community itself. For this aim, we found that the translation memory exchange (TMX) standard is suitable (LISA, 2006). This standard was developed to simplify the storage/exchange of TM and to facilitate source/target sentences to be stored in a multilingual format in XML format (Bey, 2005) (Boitet, 2005).

Annotation is done in our environment in accordance with the TMX standard and the 3-tiers level model proposed by Saha (Saha, 2005). The 3-tiers model for dealing with various information (Metadata annotation, sentences and linguistic unit annotations) is illustrated in Figure 3. The result of segmentation is an annotated document, which used to auto-construct TM and linguistic resources in the Wiki store.

![Diagram of 3-tiers level segmentation](image)

Taking into consideration the advantages of the 3-tiers level model and the TMX standard capabilities, we have proposed TMX for Collaboration (TMX-C), which is adapted for dealing with three levels during segmentation, for constructing the TM format, and for supporting collaborative Wiki information (Figure 4).

![Diagram of TMX-C format](image)

At the top level, document information is provided, which is essential for document management but also useful for translators for checking the context and/or

---

1 Translators have the ability in TRANSBey to annotate text in both source and target documents. The process is done (i) automatically by direct detection of translatable units before starting translation and (ii) by translators who delimitate translatable and linguistic units during translation.

2 A standard proposed by the Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) communities for TM support, exchange between humans specialists (or software) for more consistency, and decreased data loss.
domain to which documents belong (Table 1). The second and third levels are concerned with language units, i.e., sentences in the second level and various linguistic units (quotations, collocations, technical terms, proper names, idioms, etc.) in the third level (Table 2). These units can be automatically detected using sentence-boundary tools (LingPipe, 2006) and other basic language processing tools, but translators can manually control these units in the process of editing and translation. The segments and metadata XML tags are defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Domain of document: technical information, medical, personal, sports, humanitarian, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original_Community</td>
<td>Original community name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Community space name in the XWiki store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/T_XWiki_DocName</td>
<td>Document name in Xwiki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/T_XWiki_DocSpace</td>
<td>Space containing the document in XWiki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/T_XWiki_version</td>
<td>The version generated by XWiki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/T_XWiki_TU_Order</td>
<td>Order of “TUV” in the document XWiki.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc.</td>
<td>Etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Metadata annotation tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TU/LU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tech_term</td>
<td>Technical term</td>
<td>XLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prop_name</td>
<td>Proper name</td>
<td>XLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord_word</td>
<td>Ordinary word</td>
<td>XLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quot</td>
<td>Quotation</td>
<td>XLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloc</td>
<td>Collocation</td>
<td>XLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>Translatable unit</td>
<td>TMX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUV</td>
<td>Translatable unit version</td>
<td>TMX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc.</td>
<td>Etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Translatable/linguistic unit annotation tags.

### 5. Online in-browser wysiwyg editor in TRANSBey environment

Editing source and target documents in an enhanced editor is the most important module that translators look for. Offering online editing in TRANSBey means also leading translators to edit in a rich environment that, among other functions, efficiently manage document formats, includes linguistic tools for accelerating translation and increasing quality, and avoids making translators become web developers, which is in general a hard task (which includes editing html code).

Among existing in-browser editors, we have chosen HTMLArea to integrate our environment for its many advantages (HTMLArea, 2006): (i) compatibility with almost all web browser (IE, Mozilla, Firefox) (ii) production of a well-formed HTML code (iii) ease of integration with XWiki for managing Wiki syntax (iv) several wysiwyg editing features (table, images, headings, etc.).

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate how without any effort web documents in English can be imported from their original web sites to the TRANSBey environment for collaborative translation without losing their format and style presentations.

Figure 5: Source document in its original web site^4.

Figure 6: Imported document in TRANSBey environment^5.

Furthermore, using the integrated in-browser wysiwyg editor allows the same document to be produced in French without any modification of the source format during the translation (figure 7).

This example shows the feasibility of joining volunteer translators in comparable individual

---

^4<http://paxhumana.info/article.php3?id_article=538>

^5<http://localhost:8080/xwiki/bin/view/+Paxhumana/TortureDirty>(Wiki path for the imported document on the local server)
environments. The environment allows users easy HTML link navigation and gives them enhanced multilingual research functions for easily finding source/target documents and switching directly to the editing wysiwyg environment.

The integrated in-browser editor in XWiki is an open source, which was developed separately by a group of volunteers called HTMLArea (HTMLArea, 2006). It contain the principal functionalities for editing and visual HTML component design (forms, tables, images, buttons, etc.). Furthermore, it manages well HTML/Wiki tag conversion and is compatible with IE and all Gecko web browsers (MOZILLA, FIREFOX, etc.).

The editor, which is integrated into the collaborative environment and whose functions are currently under development, will be able to deal with different source texts in different formats in a unified framework while keeping the original format and can provide translators reference lookup and semi-automatic annotation based on TMX-C.

linguistic units are stored in linguistic resources for possible reuse for translating other documents (Figure 8).

### 6. Conclusion

We have proposed the TRANSBey prototype, an environment for helping volunteer translators produce high quality translations of various types of documents. This environment, which we are developing, will open a way for gathering skills and enhancing quality for all communities involved in translation. On the one hand, we used Wiki technology to exploit collaborative and open editing functionalities on the web; on the other hand, we have integrated the management of translatable units and linguistic resources using annotation system. Our aims for our environment are to offer to online volunteer translators important components for producing a quick translation with high quality in several languages.

In the near future, we are interesting for the enhancement of the integrated online editor for supporting synchronization and semi-automatic alignment between source and target documents for automatic TM construction, and integration during the translation process.
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